This work presents a performance evaluation of single node and subdomain communication schemes available in EdgeCFD, an implicit edgebased coupled fluid flow and transport code for solving large scale problems in modern clusters. A natural convection flow problem is considered to assess performance metrics. Tests, focused in single node multi-core performance, show that past Intel Xeon processors dramatically suffer when large workloads are imposed to a single node. However, the problem seems to be mitigated in the newest Intel Xeon processor. We also observe that MPI nonblocking point-to-point interface sub-domain communications, although more difficult to implement, are more effective than collective interface subdomain communications.
Introduction
In 2008 the petascale barrier has been broken. According to Kogge [5] such systems can carry out real computations 1,000 times more challenging than those computable by early terascale systems. The size of such systems raises particular challenges, including performance on each node, scalable programming models, performance and correctness debugging, and improving fault tolerance and recovery. On the applications side, Gropp [6] stresses the fact that when discussing such systems researchers often overlook the increasing complexity of individual nodes, processors and the underlying network. Particular applications may benefit from the sheer power of such systems, but the majority of them have to be re-examined. Again, according to Gropp [6] , researchers are creating new tools to develop, debug, and tune applications, as well as creating new programming models and languages that could enhance scalability by reducing communication overhead. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) community is aware of these new developments [7] .
In Brazil there is a growing need to understand complex processes in the oil and gas industry. Particularly, understanding these processes is therefore critical to effective exploration for oil and gas in the recently discovered pre-salt fields in ultra-deep waters offshore in Brazil. Several of such complex processes can be recast in the general framework of fluid-structure interaction and coupled fluid flow and transport problems, involving multiple spatial and temporal scales. This paper presents a parallel performance evaluation of computation and communication models implemented in EdgeCFD, an implicit edge-based coupled fluid flow and transport solver for largescale problems in modern clusters. EdgeCFD currently supports stabilized and multiscale finite element formulations and has been used in problems ranging from Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluid flows, free-surface flow simulations with fluidstructure interaction, gravity currents and turbulence (details available in [2] and references therein). Of particular interest in the present work is EdgeCFD's performance in the current multi-core processors, particularly process placement within processors and the impact of several subdomain communication models. The target machines are modern clusters with the latest processor and network technologies, paving the way towards sustained petascale performance. Following [4] and [10], where strategies for massive parallelism computations in unstructured grids are discussed, EdgeCFD adopts peer-to-peer non-blocking communication among processes.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Next section details the benchmark software and communication models currently supported. The natural convection problem used to access parallel performance metrics is given in Section 3. The paper ends with a summary of our main conclusions.
EdgeCFD: The Benchmark Software
EdgeCFD was chosen to evaluate performance in several aspects, such as: parallel models, system architecture and processors. EdgeCFD was developed to exploit parallel architectures in four different ways, which broaden the range of machines that can be efficiently used. Three of them rely on message passing interface (MPI) implementations while the fourth one is based on threaded parallelism for shared memory systems or system components such as many-cores processors with shared memory at cache levels.
For the message passing implementations, the three variants differ in how data are split and message exchanges are scheduled among processors. The simplest case is based on collective communication calls. In this strategy, nodes are divided in two groups: parallel interface and internal nodes. Interface nodes, all hollow and solid vertices in Figure 1a , are known by all processors. On the other hand, nodes owned exclusively by a processor are internal nodes. Computation of matrix-vector products and residuals are performed in just one, blocking, step where the parallel interface values are combined using MPI_ALLREDUCE operations. This collective communication model was further extended to remove the need of excessive data exchange as well as redundant information storage. In this case, globalization operations are also performed in one step but, now, using MPI_ALLGATHER calls. The more complex message
